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Reteaching 
Circles and Arcs

The circumference is the measure of the outside edge  
of a circle. Sections of the circumference are called arcs.  
There are three types of arcs. 

The circumference of a circle is C = 2pr, or C = pd.

 Problem 

A circle has a 4.5-ft radius. What is the circumference of the circle?

C = 2pr

C = 2(3.14)(4.5) Substitute 3.14 for p and 4.5 for r.

C = 28.26 ft Simplify.

The measure of an arc is in degrees. The arc’s length depends on the size  
of the circle because it represents a fraction of the circumference. 

Length of AB¬ = mAB
360
¬ # 2pr

 Problem 

What is the length of the darkened arc? Leave your answer in terms of p.

Length of AB¬ = mAB
360
¬ # 2pr

= 300
360

# 2n(15) Substitute 300 for m AB¬ and 15 for r.

= 25p m Simplify.

The length of the darkened arc is 25p m.
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Major arcsMinor arcs Semicircles

name

degrees

example

measure

less than 180 exactly 180

named by two endpoints:

measure  measure of
corresponding central angle

named by three endpoints:

measure  180

more than 180

named by three endpoints:

measure  360  measure
of related minor arc

ABC  is a semicircle. CAB  is a major arc.AB and CB are minor arcs.
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: Section 12-1
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Exercises

Name the following in }P. 

 1. the minor arcs

 2. the major arcs

 3. the semicircles

Find the measure of each arc in }A. 

 4. WX¬  5. XY¬  6. WY¬

 7. WXZ¬ 8. YZW¬ 9. XZY¬

 10. ZWX¬ 11. WZ¬  12. WYX¬

Find the circumference of each circle. Leave your answers in terms of P.

 13.  14.  15. 

Find the length of each arc. Leave your answers in terms of P. 

 16. SV¬  17. UV¬ 18. SUT¬

 19. UTV¬ 20. UT¬ 21. VT¬

 22. The wheel of a car is shown at the right. How far does the  
hubcap of the tire travel in one complete rotation? How far  
does the tire itself travel in one complete rotation? 

 23. How far does the tip of a minute hand on a clock travel in 20 minutes if the 
distance from the center to the tip is 9 cm? Leave your answer in terms of p. 
Then, round your answer to the nearest tenth.
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Circles and Arcs


